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Meeting with John and Michael at MTF 

Putting the power in your hands… 

When people talk financial contracts (with a million clauses in the small print) my eyes tend to glaze over a bit. That is 
until I met with John and Michael at MTF. 

These guys think about and talk about financing in a whole new and exciting way. “With us in your pocket you have 
the power of cash, and that’s the best negotiating tool available” says Michael. That sounds interesting to an 
occasional car buyer like me - so I ask him to explain.  

“Typically when someone is shopping for a car all the negotiating power is usually in the hands of the seller. If the 
seller is a dealer, they will credit check and arrange finance for any vehicle on that yard, and then you feel obligated to 
that dealer even if they don’t have exactly the car you want. But if you have your finance arranged through us before 
you go looking you can choose any car from any dealer you like, or from a private seller for that matter, because you 
are pre-approved for any car you want to buy. That is real negotiating power and real purchasing power - just like cash 
in your pocket! 

You can see why I like these guys. Their way of doing business is all about empowering the little guy, the small 
business owner or the farmer with pre-approved finance for whatever it is they need to buy. Their focus is on the 
financial wellbeing of the customer, not selling a vehicle. They shift the balance of power away from the big company 
and swing it toward the little guys, the everyday men and women who just need a break.  

“Do you like what you do?” I ask them. “Love it” says John, the owner of MTF in Hastings. “Not only do we help 
everyday car buyers we can assist businesses with cash flow issues or a tourism business needing to buy a new bus. 
We help housewives with cars to get their kids to school on time and we help young kids get and keep jobs that they 
need a car to drive to. We are here to help make the community around us work like a well-oiled machine”. 

John got his start in the finance industry when he swapped golf lessons in return for business finance lessons. He has 
been hitting it straight down the middle ever since. “We are here to help people succeed – we never ever forget that” 
he says. 

Michael and his wife Nic are recently arrived in The Bay. The drove the length and breadth of NZ before deciding to 
settle here. “Not only is it beautiful and vibrant and rich with business ideas” says Michael “but it looked the perfect 
place to settle”. Michael has spent the last 20 years helping small businesses with working capital and he has found a 
kindred spirit in John at MTF. 

“We want to empower people to be successful” he says. “That is why we do what we do”.  

So serious are they about it they have also started exploring with local council options to help young drivers get their 
full licence sooner so they can secure good jobs and make a contribution to our community. It is great to meet 
business owners who not only talk the talk - but also walk the walk.  

And you will enjoy meeting them too. Emily at the front desk will make you feel immediately at home and then John 
and Michael will do what they can to put the purchasing power back in your hands! 


